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Electric Power Industry:
The most money-intensive,
pervasive, and politicized
business in modern America.
Has been shaped by the
struggle over who would
control the resource of
electricity, the geographic
territories that go with it,
and the central place it
occupies in the nation’s
economy.

Private Enterprise vs The Public Good
Free enterprise is the only
way to develop electric
power systems.
Electricity is an essential
resource best utilized
according to common
priorities. Cheap reliable
electricity is a boon to the
economic wealth of a town’s
business and industry, as
well as to its citizens.

Age of Electricity
Myth
According to popular myth, it began in 1882 when Thomas
Edison opened the first central electric generating station on
Pearl Street in New York City.
.

First Municipally Owned Electric Lighting Plant
Three years earlier, Charles Brush of Cleveland, a
pioneer who had developed a dynamo and arc lamp,
signed a contract with officials of the Telegraph Supply
Company and the City of Cleveland to provide electric
street lighting in the public square.

First Municipal Utility - Wabash, Indiana
The success of this demonstration led the city fathers of Wabash,
Indiana in the following year to put four of Bush’s 3,000 candle
power lamps on top of the courthouse dome, 200 feet above
ground.

Electricity for Urban Trolley Systems
In the 1880’s private utilities first
focused on lighting large cities,
commercial establishments and the
homes of the very wealthy.
As demand for electric lighting
remained low, they began to
promote its use to electrify trolley
cars to maximize daytime use of
generating capacity.

1880’s
As central power stations
multiplied and interest in business
grew, conflicts emerged between
competing companies and between
the companies and city
governments.
Cities granted franchises to all
companies desiring to supply
electric service believing maximum
competition would keep charges
low.

Growth of Public Power
Faced with the growing political and economic clout of
private electric companies, many local governments formed
In Detroit, Hazen Pingree, a prosperous shoe manufacturer
and municipal reformer was elected in 1889 after a
campaign that publicized the corruption of Detroit officials
by utility companies. Pingree promised to create a cityowned power system.

Public Power Movement
The public power movement was spurred on by reform
mayors in San Francisco, Toledo, Chicago and Detroit
and by academicians such as Richard Ely from John
Hopkins University and Frank Parsons of Boston
University who connected political corruption with the
rise of monopolies like electric companies.

Mayor Hazen Pingree

Alternating Current Would Limit Public
Power’s Reach
Central power stations were no longer limited to
generating power in their immediate neighborhood
when George Westinghouse in 1886 began marketing a
high voltage alternating current that allowed
transmission over longer distances.
High voltage alternating power allowed the size of
companies’ territory to expand.

Resistance to Public Ownership
A home rule petition from the town of Danvers,
Massachusetts asking the state legislature for the right
to sell electricity to local businesses and homes, led to a
three year legislative battle over the rights of
municipally owned electric systems.
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Despite Resistance
Popular movements for
municipal reform and the
desire for lower rates
fostered a remarkable
growth of public power
systems. By 1912 there
were 1,737 public systems
and 3,659 private
companies in operation.

Bold New Approach to head off Public Power
Samuel Insull was the first to recognize the business of
delivering electricity was a natural monopoly: state
governmental agencies should fix rates, standards of
service & insure exclusive control of a territory for
single company.

State Regulation Undermined Public Power
Movement
By 1921, with New York and Wisconsin leading the way
all states, but Delaware had established state
commissions to regulate electric utilities.

The Golden Years - 1920’s
Utility holding companies
became the instrument of high
finance.
Insull and other electric power
barons established holding
companies to buy up smaller
utilities as a speculative attempt
to maximize profits.
Samuel Insull

Public Power in a Box
Protected by state
regulation, rising political
influence, and access to
unlimited amounts of
capital, holding companies
had smaller private
companies and public
power systems in a box.
Between 1922 and 1927,
more than three hundred
small private companies
were swallowed each year
by the holding companies.

Superpower Transmission
Public power advocates launched efforts
in the 1920’s to bring small public power
systems into a large integrated
transmission system.

Because they were handicapped by their
confinement within city boundaries and
were limited in their ability to raise
money for new plant equipment.

Private Power Propaganda Campaign
Private power’s answer to the growing
power company abuses and Thompson’s
Superpower proposal was a massive
propaganda assault. The campaign was
launched by the National Electric Light
Association and backed with funds that
were unmatched in the history of
American industry.
The purpose was to reshape how the
public conceived of electricity and the
private companies that delivered it..
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Election of Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1932
marked a turning point in the battle between public and
private interests for control of power resources and
territory. He supported public power believing
communities dissatisfied with their services or rates had
the “undeniable right” to set up a public utility.

Tennessee Valley Authority
Roosevelt called on Congress during his first 100 days in
office to approve the Tennessee Valley Authority Act
which would transform the Tennessee Valley and its
people from the poorest, most backward region of the
nation into an area which would progress at a faster rate
than the rest of the country.

The Public Utility Holding Company Act:
Was passed in 1935 in response to the abuses of the 1920’s and
1930’s that subsequently resulted in the Wall Street Crash of
1929. These abuses included defrauding investors, loose
accounting practices, and carrying excessive debt.

Rural Electric Administration
Roosevelt issued an executive order establishing the REA
in 1935. With 9 million men unemployed and families
lacking food, clothing, and shelter, federal relief on a
massive scale was needed.
The vision of electrifying over a million farms, providing
rural dwellers with the convenience of urban living, and
stemming the flight from the farm to overburdened
cities struck a responsive chord.

REA’s First Year of Operation
REA furnished only a handful of farms with
service. Morris Cooke, the first REA
administrator, hoped to work with the private
power industry in accomplishing the agency’s
goals, but there was a great deal of hostility.

REA’s Success
With the new law, the focused was on forming rural
cooperatives. Loans were awarded to private power
companies for developing rural extensions, but
preference was given to nonprofit farmer groups.
As the program took off, private power companies were
forced to embark on their long overdue rural projects.

Bonneville Power Administration
Had its roots in the Northwest Regional Planning
Board established in 1933. With the building of
Bonneville and Grand Coulee dams, decisions had to be
made as to how hydroelectric power would be
managed and distributed.
Progressive politicians sponsored bills favoring a
Columbia Valley Authority patterned after the TVA.
But these bills faced opposition from Republicans who
disliked the TVA model of giving preference to the sale
of electricity to publicly owned systems.

BPA Today
Bonneville is the marketing agent for power from all
federally owned hydroelectric projects in the Pacific
Northwest. Headquartered in Portland, Oregon, it is
one of 4 regional Federal power marketing agencies. It
provides 35% of the electricity used in the region.

Post World War II
Private power companies embarked on an
unprecedented building campaign. They promoted the
use of electricity through artificially low rates and “Live
Better Electrically” campaigns.
Eisenhower’s election in 1952 sent shock waves through
the public power industry. He attempted to dismantle
federal power programs and supported efforts to
promote private development of nuclear energy.

Public Power Capacity Building Programs
Municipal electric systems tried to get the Feds to build nuclear
plants on their sites, but the primary beneficiaries of this new
technology were private utility companies which received
government subsidies.
Believing they should also reap the benefits of nuclear energy,
publicly owned systems began to participate in capacity building
programs of their own.

Stage Set for Utility Deregulation
The Iranian oil crisis of 1979, led President Jimmy
Carter to push for the most massive peace time
commitment of funds and resources to develop
alternatives sources of fuel.
The Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA)
promoted fuel conservation through cogeneration and
greater use of alternative sources of power.

Energy Policy Act of 1992
Signed by President George H.W. Bush it
further chipped away at utilities monopolies
by expanding FERC’s authority to allow
independent power producers equal access
to the utility transmission systems.
Enron and other independent power producers
lobbied for this legislation. So also, large
industrial customers seeking to escape the
high costs of expensive nuclear power plants.

Partial Repeal of PUHCA
The Energy Act of 1992 also allowed electric utilities to
own independent power production facilities as long as
they did not operate in their own retail service territory.
This amendment was based on the idea that it would
stimulate competition in the wholesale electric market.
In 1997, SEC adopted Rule 58, allowing holding
companies to own energy related companies including
utility marketing & brokering firms.

First Wave of Mergers:
Resulted from the Energy Policy Act of 1992 and
subsequent FERC orders.

Electric utilities merged with other utilities and energy
companies such as gas pipelines, natural gas utilities, and
independent power producers.

State Deregulation
Passage of EPACT led states to investigate whether
competitive deregulated markets would benefit consumers.
In 1996, California and Rhode Island became the first
states to pass deregulation legislation.
By 2000, 24 states passed laws ordering or allowing
investor owned utilities to sell their power plants to other
companies or transfer them to their own unregulated
affiliates.

The Aftermath of Deregulation
A series of traumatic shocks dealth a major blow to public
confidence in electricity deregulation.
Besides fraudulent behavior by corporate executives
culminating in Enron’s bankruptcy and prison sentences,
there was a dramatic increase in electricity prices in the first
states that deregulated.

Repeal of PUHCA
Despite abuses and related problems resulting from partial
appeal, President George Walker Bush signed into law the
Energy Policy Act of 2005 which completely repealed the
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935.

Merger Mania
More than 50 mergers took
place over the past decade.

The merger of Duke Energy and
Progress Energy in 2012
created the largest electric
utility in the U.S. with 7.l
million customers in 6 states.

Restructuring’s Impact on Pricing
Study conducted by APPA revealed consumers are
paying more for electricity in deregulated states.
The four fully functioning RTOs are utilizing “single
clearing price” auctions which drive prices up.
This model pays the single highest price accepted to all
suppliers regardless of their bids. Often, this price is
set by high priced, natural gas-fired generation. Plants
that burn oil, coal, or use nuclear fuel get the same
price and reap a windfall.

Public Power Today
Today, 2010 municipally owned utilities and public
utility districts ranging in size from the city of Los
Angeles to the tiny hamlet of Readsboro, Vermont,
deliver electricity to forty six million U.S. consumers.

Benefits of Public Power
Run by elected or appointed boards they serve as a
“yardstick” for consumers & regulators to measure
the performance and rates of private power companies.
Historically they offered rates that were at least 30%
lower than investor own utilities. Despite changes in
the industry they still provide rates that average 13%
less than those of private companies.

Other Benefits
Public systems keep rates low for they are not bound by
the profit motive. They provide electricity as a nonprofit service, emphasizing efficiency and minimizing
growth. For private power companies, conservation and
least cost efforts are pursued to a small degree, but they
are an anathema to a business whose purpose is to grow,
build and maximize profits.

Democratic Control
Public power systems can give a community some democratic
control over the kinds of growth & technologies it may want to
pursue.
In the best public systems local voters can approve or deny
major investments. Ratepayers in Seattle, Washington, for
example, turned down the city’s light department request in
1975 to participate in several nuclear construction projects.
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Austin’s Conservation Power Plan
Stiff citizen opposition in Austin, Texas was also behind
that city council’s vote to sell off its 16% ownership
share of the South Texas Nuclear Project.
This municipal utility is committed to meeting its future
electrical needs through a Conservation Power Plan. It
has used a portion of the money that was slated for a
new coal fired plant to hire and train teams of
inspectors to evaluate energy usage in businesses,
schools, apartment units and homes. Energy inspectors
found and repaired a wide variety of energy problems.
.

Burlington Electric:
Has been long recognized as a leader. The city’s light
department set up a water heater energy conservation
program in 1983. The idea of promoting energy
efficiency, however, didn’t take off until citizens spoke
out against BE buying hydro power from Canada.
In the early 1990s Burlington became the first city in
the nation to use municipal bonds to capitalize a
comprehensive energy efficiency program.
.

Hull Municipal Light
In December 2001, Hull,
Massachusetts, a coastal town on a
peninsula south of Boston, purchased
a 660 kW wind turbine to replace a
pre-existing structure that had once
served the town’s high school. A
second turbine, installed in May 2007,
has a capacity nearly three times the
first turbine. Combined, the two
turbines generate enough electricity
to supply 11% of Hull’s load.

Switching to Public Power
Publicly owned electric utilities have a solid
performance record with their focus on resource
adequacy, lower prices, high reliability, and public
accountability.

But making the switch isn’t easy. Many attempts have
failed under intense opposition from private power
utilities. San Francisco tried to municipalize in 2002,
but a $2 million campaign by Pacific Gas and Electric
helped defeat the ballot initiative.

Massena’s Success:
Has encouraged other communities to take control. In
1987, 10,000 electric customers in 3 California counties
started receiving electric power from the new Lassen
Municipal Utility District. Created after a November
1986 vote it started off with a 50% rate reduction.
The Long Island Power Authority in 1998 replaced the
investor owned Long Island Lighting Company in
Nassau and Suffolk Counties in New York. It reduced
rates in one year by 20 percent..

The Struggle Continues
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. stands to lose 40,000
customers to a public power district which can deliver
electric service that’s cheaper, more reliable, and more
accountable to ratepayers than what the private utility
currently offers.
The South San Joaquin Irrigation District Board, a
public utility agency in September 2009 voted to approve
an application to the San Joaquin Local Agency
Formation Commission to provide electric service to
customers who are currently served by PG &E. An
economic study concluded that switching to public
power would save ratepayers $11.6 million annually.

A Softer Approach
Some communities are using Community Choice
Aggregation (CCA) to buy energy from where they
choose, while privately owed utility continues to own
and manage the power lines, removing much of the up
front cost of creating a publicly owned utility
The founders of the Cape Light Compact in Cape Cod,
Massachusetts led the way in 1997 when they convinced
the state legislature to include language in the
Massachusetts Restructuring Act allowing community
choice aggregation.

Future of Community Choice
At least five other states have passed
legislation allowing community choice
aggregation: Ohio, Rhode Island,
California, and New Jersey. Illinois
passed enabling legislation in 2009 and
more than 200 communities in that state
have approved electric aggregation.

Chicago voters added the city to those
ranks last November when they approved
a ballot referendum authorizing the City
Council to move forward with
aggregation.

Boulder, Colorado
In November 2011, the citizens of Boulder took the
first step to create a municipally owned utility for
environmental reasons. The impetus is the climate
action plan the city passed committing it to reducing
its emissions in line with the Kyoto Protocol that the
city signed in 2002.

Closing Thoughts
Public power should not be seen as a panacea. It is a
system that carries its own set of problems. Some state
wide public power agencies have insulated themselves from
public opinion.
Reform of existing public power systems and creation of
new ones could provide the missing political and economic
bridge for a transition to least cost policies and use of
decentralized, solar, wind and other alternative
technologies.

Closing Thoughts
The best options are local nonprofit municipal systems
and rural cooperatives run by elected officials with an
open-door policy on information and voter control over
investment in major programs and projects.
Consumer control establishes the essential economic
cornerstone on which every thing rests- electricity as a
nonprofit service. The political and business structure
that rises from this foundation allows a process in
which debate over development options can occur, with
local people weighing social, economic, and
environmental costs against the need for new power
plants, conservation or other alternatives.

Thank You
I'd like to thank the conference organizers and
participants for the opportunity to share these ideas
and information with you today and I look forward to
collaborating with you in the future.
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